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160 major publications of Dr. Motoo Kimura
during his 40 years research career

Advancements in Molecular Biology
Watson & Crick   Nirenberg & Khorana        Temin/Paul Berg           fx174         Human genome project

1953                       1960s                              1970      1972               1977                      1990



Molecular Evolution : Protein Clock
discovered in 1962 and coined in 1965 by Zuckerkandl and Pauling
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R. E. Dickerson, A. D. McLachlan, W. Fitch, E. Margoliash, M. O. Dayhoff   ….



1966 in POPULATION GENETICS
Electrophoretically detected enzyme polymorphism 



Immunological Time Scale for Hominid Evolution
Sarich and Wilson, Science (1967) 



ネオ・ダーウニズム
Neo-Darwinism
The synthesis of Mendelian genetics and Darwinism

Although it takes into account various evolutionary 
mechanisms other than natural selection such as mutations 
and random genetic drift, it overvalues natural selection.

Neo-Darwinism also contends that evolution is a slow,
gradual process because of the rarity of advantageous 
mutations with large effects.



ネオダーウィニズム全盛時代にあって
Random sampling of gametes, random genetic drift 



前適応 (I)
Kimura’s pre-adaptation to the era of molecular population genetics
Kimura, M. On the probability of fixation of mutant genes in a population. Genetics 47: 713, 1962

genotypes    AA    Aa      aa  

frequencies    !!   !"(!− !)   (!− !)! 

relative fitness  !+ !  !+ !"       ! 

Fixation probability ! ! = ! ! !"!
!
! ! !"!

!
   

 where ! ! = !!!"# !"!! ! !!! !!"#$ 

Substitution (evolutionary) rate ! = !"#$ !
!"  
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前適応 (II)
Kimura’s pre-adaptation to the era of molecular population 
genetics
Kimura, M. and J. F. Crow The number of alleles that can be maintained in a finite 
population.  Genetics 49: 725, 1964

Infinitely many alleles model
It has sometimes been suggested that the wild-type allele is not a single entity, but rather 
a population of different isoalleles that are indistinguishable by any ordinary procedure.   
…. 

It is not the purpose of this article to discuss the plausibility of such a system of 
isoalleles, or the evidence for and against.  Instead, we propose to examine some of the 
population consequences of such a system if it does exist.  The probability seems great 
enough to warrant such an inquiry.



The probability of two genes in IBS is given by the probability of their IBD 

times the probability of no mutations in both genes with rate ! per gene per 

generation:  

 

!! = (1− !)! !
!! + 1− !

!! !!!! . 

 

At equilibrium, !! = !!!! = ! so that 

! ≈ !
!!! where ! = 4!". 

Mutation models 
Infinitely many sites model (1969)
Stepwise mutation (Ladder) model (1973)

Population structure models
Stepping stone models (1953, 1964)



To Kimura, the most important is not the rate constancy, but the high 
rate of amino acid substitutions.

If k = 10-9 per site per year as indicated by molecular clock data 
(Zuckerkandl and Pauling), then 10-9 x (4 x 109) = 4 nucleotide 
substitutions per genome per year. 

The cost of natural selection (Haldane, 1957)
One substitution per 300 generations or one per 6000 years.

Nature (1968)



A good theory must have several attributes such as elegance1, 
surprise1, falsifiability2 and predictability3

A theory should be as simple as possible, but not simpler.
A. Einstein

1 substitution rate k =  neutral mutation rate v0
(population level)          (individual level)

2 The neutral theory must be wrong if k is constant despite 
variable v0 .



Inferred fitness effects of new, segregating, and fixed mutations
in African-Americans.  Boyko et al. PLoS Genetics (2008)

Red: strongly deleterious, Orange: mildly deleterious, Yellow: weakly deleterious
Green: nearly neutral, Blue: neutral, White: positively selected 
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Human/plant

Human/frog

Human/cattle

Human/macaque

Synonymous

Nonsynonymous

Influenza A virus frozen over several years to several 
decades, compared with the sequence of the living virus.

Agreement of molecular and fossil-record estimates 
of divergence time.

3  Predictability
Prediction I: The higher the mutation rate, the higher the substitution rate

RNA                                                     DNA



The more stringent the functional requirement of a 
molecule (or part of a molecule), the slower is its 
evolutionary rate

k = v0 = vTf

where f is the fraction of neutral mutations in the total mutations 
and the remaining (1 - f ) is assumed to be deleterious and 
does not contribute to molecular evolution.

Prediction II:



mature insulin
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Evolutionary rate Evolutionary rate

0.4 x 10-9 / amino acid site / year 2.4 x 10-9 / amino acid site / year

30 amino acids 33 amino acids 21 amino acids

Pre-proinsulin

AB C

Insulin stimulates uptakes and 
metabolism of glucose.



The maximum substitution rate should be found in 
pseudogenes or dead genes

There is no such a restriction under Darwinian evolution

k = v0 ≤ vT

Prediction III:  there exists an upper limit in the 
substitution rate.
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It would support the hypothesis if proteins show the same 
rate of amino acid substitutions in living fossils 
as in (morphologically) rapidly evolving species.

Kimura (1969)

Coelacanths                        horseshoe crabs                   Lingula

Prediction IV: Molecular evolution is independent of
organismal evolution



1975



The neutral theory demanded the bifurcation 
between molecular evolution and phenotypic evolution

(Will Provine in symposium for the 1990 International Prize for Biology)

chimpanzee human

chimpanzee human

time

Molecular evolution

Phenotypic evolution

Darwinian
Natural selection

Non-Darwinian
Mutation and 
Random drift

time



The relationship of genotype to phenotype
S. Wright (93 years old)   1982 Evolution 36

A. One to one; major                        B. Polygenic variation
Haldane (1924, 32)                              Fisher (1928, 30)

C. Neutral amino acids                      D. Network  
Kimura (1968)                                    Wright (1929, 31, 32)

genotype                          phenotype     genotype                              phenotype



Prediction V:  Protein polymorphism as a phase of molecular 
evolution   Kimura and Ohta (1971)

Kimura (1976)



Prediction VI:  the larger the population, the more polymorphic

Heterozygosity  H = 4Nv0/(1 + 4Nv0)
Nucleotide diversity  π = 4Nµ0



1976



1977

Nature 267: 275, 1977
Preponderance of synonymous changes as evidence for the neutral 
theory of molecular evolution  
M. Kimura



DNA polymorphism 

１９８３

１１ショウジョウバエ系統
２７２１ bp、１非同義置換（S vs. F)、４２同義置換



Motoo Kimura, as founder of the neutral theory, is uniquely placed to write this book. He 
first proposed the theory in 1968 to explain the unexpectedly high rate of evolutionary 
change and very large amount of intraspecific variability at the molecular level that had 
been uncovered by new techniques in molecular biology. The theory - which asserts that the 
great majority of evolutionary changes at the molecular level are caused not by Darwinian 
selection but by random drift of selectively neutral mutants - has caused controversy ever 
since. This book is the first comprehensive treatment of this subject and the author 
synthesizes a wealth of material - ranging from a historical perspective, through recent 
molecular discoveries, to sophisticated mathematical arguments - all presented in a most 
lucid manner.

1983 from Cambridge University Press



By 1985, the neutral theory was largely accepted among
molecular evolutionists and Kimura became world famous.

The Oji International Seminar commemorating 
his 60th birthday
(1985, National Institute of Genetics, Mishima).



木村先生（６１歳）
1985



1. The new theory is rubbish.
2. It is quite interesting, but unfortunately it is wrong.
3. There may be something in it, but it isn’t important.
4. It may be quite important, but it isn’t original.
5. It’s what I have always thought myself.

Five stages in scientists’ reactions (Desmond Bernal)

Quoted by Nigel Calder in the Oji International Seminar (1985).



The Lottery of Life (Nigel Calder, 1985)

Once we gasp how improbable our human existence is, 
once we realize that we have won the jackpot in the 
lottery of life, and once we sense how precarious this 
precious existence is when nature does not care whether 
our imaginations and feelings survive or not, perhaps we 
shall learn to cherish human life more carefully ourselves. 

It seems to me that this change in perception marks a 
transition from the childhood of the human species into 
self-reliant adulthood. 



Kimura (1989)

PCR (1988)

木村重点（１９８９）
「新しい分子生物学を取り入れた進化集団遺伝学の展開」



The relationship between molecular evolution and phenotypic 
evolution => Four Stage Scenario (Kimura 1990) 

(1) liberation from existing selective constraints

(2) sudden increase of neutral mutations under relaxed selection

(3) some of the mutations turn out to be useful in the new 
environment (soft selective sweep)

(4) individual and inter-group selection leading to adaptive 
evolution. 

Survival of the luckiest 
(Kimura, 1990 in Toronto Genetics Congress)

中立説と表現型の進化



The Darwin Medal (since 1890 Alfred Russel Wallace ) 

1992 M Kimura. Distinguished for his work on molecular evolution, in 
particular on the role of stochastic events in determining the rate of 
evolution.



Kimura loved botany, influenced by his father.  He displayed unusual 
mathematical ability, but his mathematics was largely self-taught.

In Mishima, Kimura showed astonishing aptitude for formulating and 
solving stochastic equations in population genetics.  These studies made him 
widely regarded as the successor to the trinity - Wright, Fisher, and 
Haldane.  However, no one in Mishima understood or cared about his work, 
which increased his sense of isolation.

After the proposal of the neutral theory, Kimura became more 
argumentative, more obsessive about his views, and more determined to 
champion them. The neutral theory became the driving force in his life.

In his late sixties, he developed amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and 
deteriorated very rapidly.  He died on November 13, 1994, his seventieth 
birthday anniversary.

He was an atheist and there was no religious effect on his theory.



思い出の問題



Motoo Kimura（1924 ~1994)

Sketch of an orchid
produced by a prize-winning

clone by Motoo Kimura



2005	チンパンジー ゲノム

2011	オランウータン ゲノム

2012	ゴリラ ゲノム

2009	ネアンデルタール人ゲノム
2010	デニソワ人ゲノム

2001 First	draft	genome
2007	 Watson	and	Venter	genomes
2010		日本人ゲノム
2012 1000	人ゲノム

The neutral theory in the 21st century

41



Genome-wide scans: Time scales for the signatures 
of natural selection

P C Sabeti et al. Science 2006;312:1614-1620



Statistical methods for detecting selective sweeps from 
polymorphism data

(1) Haplotype-based and linkage-disequilibrium-based methods 
(EHH, rEHH, iHS, nSL)

(2) Site frequency spectrum (SFS)-based methods 
(SFS, Tajima’s D, Fay and Wu’s H)

(3) Population subdivision (FST)-based metods

(4) Tests based on levels of variability (HKA test)

Nielsen et al. (2007)



Genomic map of positively selected 722 regions with 2465 genes 
Red: identified by a single genome-wide scan

Blue: identified by two or more genome-wide scan

Akey J M Genome Res. 2009;19:711-722

The proportion of putatively 
selected loci as a function of the 
number of genome-wide scans 
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世界拡散に伴う地域適応の例

Fan	et	al.	(2016)	Science	354:	54
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Additional issues
Genetic draft, Hitchhiking

As the evidence in favor of positive selection accumulates, the 
question arises whether models of genetic draft should replace 
models of drift.  

Gillespie (Genetics 2000)

As the evidence for selection accumulates, the debate regarding the 
causes of molecular evolution should focus on whether selection is 
so dominating that effective population sizes and standing levels of 
variation are best described by the models of repeated selective 
sweeps favored by Gillespie or whether classical models of genetic 
drift are most appropriate. 

Nielsen (Annu. Rev. Genet. 2005)

€ 



Nei’s view 
on molecular and phenotypic evolution (1975, 1987, 2005)

Evolution is not dichotomous as Kimura assumed, and we 
should be able to find the molecular basis of phenotypic 
evolution. … Although a majority of amino acid 
substitutions may have occurred by random fixation, there 
must be some substitutions which are adaptive.



The neutral theory is now the standard null model.  Ironically it is 
often used to provide evidence for natural selection.  I don’t know 
whether Kimura would be pleased.

J. F. Crow（2007）

It is the natural null hypothesis for studies of selection and increasingly 
used for this purpose…. It is doubtful whether the neutral theory is as 
important and widespread as Kimura thought.  Yet, for noncoding DNA, 
synonymous changes, and such there is reason to expect neutrality.  I 
think a reasonable summary is that most of the DNA in vertebrates is 
evolving neutrally.  In contrast, the amount of neutrality for proteins is 
more in doubt.

J. F. Crow (2008)

A mentor’s view on the neutral theory 





f-statistics: (A) A simple phylogenetic tree, (B) the additivity of branch lengths; the 
genetic drift between (A, B) computed using our f-statistic-based methods is the same as the 

sum of the genetic drifts between (A, B) and (B, C), regardless of the population in which 
SNPs are ascertained, (C) phylogenetic tree with simple admixture, (D) a more general form of 
Figure 1C, (E) example of an outgroup case, and (F) example of admixture with an outgroup.

Nick Patterson et al. Genetics 2012;192:1065-1093

Allele frequency in population A,
B, C etc. is denoted by a, b, c etc.

2012



Out-group f3(San; Mota, X)
Fig. 1 Mota shows a very high degree of similarity with the highland Ethiopian Ari populations. 

M. Gallego Llorente et al. Science 2015;350:820-822
Mota    X      San

The error bars <= block Jackknife

2015



Admixture f3(Ari;Mota, X)
Fig. 2 Quantifying the geographic extent and origin of the West Eurasian component in Africa. 

M. Gallego Llorente et al. Science 2015;350:820-822

Mota    Ari X



Schiffels and Durbin (2014)

MKK  LWK  YRI
(Masai)(Luhya/Kenya)(Nigeria)

CEU TSI GIH JPN CHB MXL
(European)(Italy)(Indian)(Japanese)(China)(Mexican)

Relative cross coalescence rates 
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The highest honor a scientist can have is for 
his theory to be so taken for granted that his 
name is no longer mentioned.

J. B. S. Haldane

木村先生に贈る言葉



終り



1975


